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The patient voice shaping research and policy
Research and Reports GuidanceAdvocacy and Legislation

Advocating for PFDD and 
shaping rare disease policy 
and legislation

- Interpreting, publishing, 
disseminating data
- Community facing reports 

First patient group to 
submit a community led 
draft guidance to FDA



PPMD advancing the science of patient input 
BRAVE Study Topic Method

1. Pilot on Caregivers
(2013)

Treatment preferences Best-worst scaling case 2

Treatment preferences Conjoint analysis validation

Parental worry Best-worst scaling case 1

2. Pulmonary outcomes 
(2015)

Pulmonary outcomes Best-worst scaling case 2

Pulmonary outcomes Conjoint analysis validation

Symptom treatment priorities Best-worst scaling case 1

3. Testing Discreet Choice 
(2016)

Treatment preferences +  uncertainty Discrete-choice experiment

4. Gene therapy 
(2018)

Clinical trial decision making priorities Qualitative and Best-worst

Risk of Death Threshold 

5. Global Study 
(2019) 

Treatment preferences +  uncertainty Discrete-choice experiment

Collaborators: 
• Dr. John Bridges (The Ohio State)
• Nonie Crossnohere (JHSPH)
• Dr. Holly Peay (RTI International)
• Dr. Carol Mansfield (RTI International)

Funding: 
• PPMD
• Pfizer
• Everylife Foundation 
• Solid Biosciences
• Santhera Pharmaceuticals

• 12 publications 
• 3 submitted for publication 

under review

Stakeholder Advisory Board: 
• Patient
• Caregiver
• Researcher
• Industry Rep
• Social scientist
• Bioethicist 
• Advocacy leadership



PPMD led patient preference research is conducted through a 
community-engaged approach – Key Principles

Advocacy-led initiative

Stakeholder-engaged process

Data owned by the advocacy community

Dissemination through patient group



• While some differences exist in risk tolerance across population, we have qualitative and 
quantitative data indicating the various levels of risk and uncertainty that patients and caregivers 
are willing to accept in exchange for slowing progression of disease. 

• Patients and caregivers have shown similar preferences for benefit and risk across studies to 
date.

• The potential benefit of delaying the loss of function linked to quality of life and activities of daily 
living are prioritized over potential risks, and uncertainties. 

• Each loss of function over time is catastrophic to the lives of patients and caregivers (loss of: 
getting off the floor à stairs à walking à ability to transfer à ability to feed oneself à breath on 
their own).

Key themes learned from results of studies



Review of 
Duchenne Gene Therapy 

Preference Study 
(2017-2018)



Duchenne Gene Therapy Preference Study (2017-2018)

Research Objective: 
Explore preferences and risk tolerance about emerging gene therapy technologies. 

Methods: Semi-structured interviews (Qualitative) 
Threshold and BW Scaling (Quantitative) 

Overview: 
The study rationale was conceived following conversations among Solid Biosciences, Pfizer, PPMD, and 
Duchenne clinicians about the unique nature of gene therapies and the uncertainties that exist around 
benefit and risk.  The majority of the data from the study was collected prior to the start of first-in-human 
clinical trials. 

Pre-competitive collaboration

Qualitative Study 
(Interviews)

Quantitative Study 
(Survey)

Educational 
Initiative

Study Objectives



Semi-structured interviews conducted by RTI  (March—May 2017) 

17 caregivers of people with Duchenne
6 adults living with Duchenne

Objective: Explore factors influencing parents’ and adult patients’ preferences about gene therapy.

Methods: Semi-structured interviews; vignette about benefits, risks, and current limitations of gene 
therapy. Interviews were recorded, transcribed, coded, and analyzed using thematic analysis.

Publication: Landrum Peay H, Fischer R, Tzeng JP, Hesterlee SE, Morris C, Strong Martin A, et al. 
(2019)  Gene therapy as a potential therapeutic option for Duchenne muscular dystrophy: A 
qualitative preference study of patients and parents. PLoS ONE 14(5): e0213649. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213649

Qualitative Interview Study Overview

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213649


Anticipated benefits: 
• Variable benefit based on time of initiation, with greater benefit at earlier 

stages of progression
• Potential for stopping/slowing progression and potential gain of function
• Impact on skeletal muscle, breathing, and heart function

Mode of administration: 
• One-time IV administration

“Caveats” of gene therapy:
• Duration of benefits expected to be 8-10 years based on animal studies. 

There is insufficient evidence for longer-term benefit.
• Only one administration over the lifespan due to immune response
• Use causes ineligibility for most future clinical trials

Risks
• Main risk is massive immune response soon after gene therapy infusion
• Risk of death first described as 1 in 100; then described as 1 in 100,000

Qualitative Study – Interview Vignette

Qualitative Interview Study:

Participants responded to a hypothetical 
gene therapy vignette with features 
including non-curative stabilizing benefits 
to muscle, cardiac and pulmonary 
function; a treatment-related risk of 
death; and one-time dosing with time-
limited benefit of 8-10 years.

Qualitative Study Design

Interviews: 
17 caregivers of people with Duchenne
6 adults living with Duchenne



Qualitative Study Results
Benefits

Respondents highly valued 
potential benefits to skeletal muscle, 
cardiac, and pulmonary function:
• Muscle: differently valued for 

quality of life impacts based on 
progression

• Cardiac/pulmonary: greater 
relative importance with disease 
progression

More than half were 
tolerant of 1% risk of death, 
with evidence of increased 
risk tolerance in adults and 
at later stages

Most were concerned about 
limitations (possible one-time, time-
limited benefit; loss of future trial 
eligibility)
• Optimistic about scientific advances 

(but expressed concerns about 
“when”)

• Many described a ‘right time’ for 
use of gene therapy

“I think the heart and 
lungs are most important 
for me right now because 
it’s all about the vital 
organs.” [Adult 2] 

“I feel like we're always that 
1% chance... it's not a good 
feeling.  But I think we would 
still take the risk just 
because of how brutal this 
disease is, you know.” 
[Parent – S15]

“I guess my immediate 
thought is then we would NOT 
administer that as a toddler. 
It’d be administrated maybe 
when they’re starting to lose 

the ability to walk.” 
[Parent – 13] 

Risks Limitations



Online survey; data collected March 1 – April 2, 2018
Objectives:

• Aim 1 – Clinical Trial Decision Making
• Aim 2 – Participation Interest
• Aim 3 – MAR risk of death

Participants: Adults with Duchenne; Duchenne parents (caregivers) or guardians (US only) 

Methods: Aim 1 and 2: Best-Worst Scaling and standard survey questions (n=274) 
Aim 3: Threshold method (n=320) 

Publication: Paquin, R.S., Fischer, R., Mansfield, C. et al. Priorities when deciding on participation in early-phase 
gene therapy trials for Duchenne muscular dystrophy: a best–worst scaling experiment in caregivers and adult 
patients. Orphanet J Rare Dis 14, 102 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1186/s13023-019-1069-6

Third publication submitted, under review

Quantitative Patient Preference Study Overview



Key Messages: 

• We expect gene therapy to help people’s muscles, lungs, and 
hearts work better for a longer amount of time. 

• Gene therapy is not a cure for Duchenne. 

• Very young children will probably have the most benefit, but gene 
therapy should be able to help almost everyone with Duchenne. 

• Gene therapy may only be able to be used once in a person’s 
entire life. This could change in the future with new research, but 
no one knows yet.

• Based on animal studies benefits could last for at least 10 years, 
but no one knows yet how long the benefits will last and who will 
benefit most.

Quantitative survey set up: Gene Therapy Story 

Educational Component: 
Prior to taking the survey, each 
participant was required to watch a 
3 minute online video explaining 
gene therapy in simple terms, 
providing background on potential 
benefits, risks, caveats and 
limitations. Video was developed in 
consultation with experts in the 
field, as well as the Stakeholder 
Advisory Board.  



Aim 1 – Assessing priorities for clinical 
trial decision-making:

What do patients and caregivers care most and least
about when deciding whether or not to join a gene therapy 

clinical trial?



Example Task:
Your doctor invites you to participate in a trial 
for gene therapy.  Which would you care about the most 
and least about when deciding whether to join the trial?

Aim 1 – Approach for BWS: 
Priorities when deciding on participation in early-phase Duchenne gene therapy trials
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Potential Benefits 

Uncertainties & Limitations

Possible Risks

Chance of improved muscle function

Chance of improved heart function

Chance of improved lung function

Benefit last around 10 years

Trial uses placebo group

Lowest dose may be too low for benefit

Not eligible for future trials

No later use of gene therapies or 
gene editing (CRISPR)

Two muscle biopsies 

Chance of long hospitalization

Chance of death (low)

Participants completed 11 choice sets, choosing features they cared 
about most and least when deciding whether to participate in a 
hypothetical gene therapy trial. 



Aim 1 - Results:
Priorities when deciding on participation in early-phase Duchenne gene therapy trials

Cared about least

Order of attribute importance 

Chance of improved muscle function

Chance of improved heart function

Limits later use of gene therapies or CRISPR

Chance of improved lung function

Chance of death (low risk)

Not eligible for future trials

Lowest dose may be too low for benefit

Benefit lasts about 10 years

Chance of long hospitalization

Chance of being in placebo group

Two muscle biopsies required

Results of Aim 1: What do patients and 
caregivers care most and least about when 
deciding to join a gene therapy clinical trial?: 

Results from this experiment showed that 
participants prioritized benefits to muscle 
function above all other factors in trial decision 
making. Concerns about participation limiting later 
use of gene transfer and editing were also 
important, as were improved lung and heart 
function. 

Cared about most

Pooled Results
N= 243 caregivers, 34 adults
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Aim 1 - Subgroup analysis: Do certain factors predict priorities for decision making? 

Adults 

Caregivers Non ambulatory

Caregivers Ambulatory

Results by Subgroup: 

The only significant difference 
found was the priority for lung 
benefit. As expected, we found 
that caregivers of those who are 
non-ambulatory and the adults 
living with Duchenne, prioritized 
lung benefit higher than 
caregivers of younger patients. 
The importance of this benefit 
increases with disease 
progression.



Aims 1 & 2 - Summary
Trial Decision Making: 

• Possible benefits are driving decision making more than possible risks. 

• Caregivers of those who are non-ambulatory and the adults living with Duchenne, prioritized lung 
benefit higher than caregivers of younger patients.

• While benefits are important motivators for clinical trial participation, we do see importance of 
maintaining later access to therapies

-We see this in the gene therapy/CRISPR item and also the low dose item

• Procedural/protocol items that we have previously found to be important 
(biopsies and chance for placebo randomization) were the least important to clinical trial decision 
making for gene therapy.

Trail Participation: Do people actually want to join these trials? 

• The majority are very or somewhat likely to attend a screening visit, 
even if it requires a long drive, 2 night stay, blood draws.



Aim 2 – Understanding Participation Interest: 

How interested are participants in gene 
therapy clinical trial participation?



Aim 2 – Participant Interest 

We asked:  What if there was a 3-hour information and screening 
visit at your regular neuromuscular clinic? The screening requires 
a physical exam and a blood draw. 

How likely is it that you would go to this screening visit, if the 
visit was required to be considered for trial participation?

Very likely
Somewhat likely
Not very likely
Not at all likely

Response (%) Response

Very likely 84.6 208

Somewhat likely 13 32

Not very likely 2 5

Not at all likely 0.4 1

Caregivers

Adults

Response (%) Response

Very likely 73.3 22

Somewhat likely 26.7 8

Not very likely -- 0

Not at all likely -- 0

Results: 
We asked caregivers and adults with Duchenne if given the following 
factors how likely they were to screen for a gene therapy trial. 

Results showed that the vast majority reported they would be very 
likely to screen for the trial based on the factors presented. 

Aim 2 - Results Question 1



Aim 2 – Participant Interest 

We then asked:  What if you had to drive 8 hours to the trial site and 
spend two nights so you could attend a full-day information and screening 
visit? The screening would require a physical exam, muscle function 
testing, and a blood draw. Assume that your expenses would be covered. 

How likely is it that you would go to this screening visit, if the 
visit was required to be considered for trial participation?

Very likely
Somewhat likely
Not very likely
Not at all likely

Caregivers

Adults

Aim 2 - Results 

Results: 
We then increased the burden of the screening visit factors and asked 
caregivers and adults with Duchenne if given the following factors how likely 
they were to screen for a gene therapy trial. 

Results showed that while the very likely number decreased with 
increased burden, most reported they would be very likely or somewhat 
likely  to screen for the trial based on the factors presented. 

Question 2 - Increased burden

Response % Response

Very likely 69.5 171

Somewhat likely 20.3 50

Not very likely 6.9 17

Not at all likely 3.3 8

Response % Response
Very likely 43.3 13

Somewhat likely 30 9

Not very likely 20 6

Not at all likely 6.7 2



Aim 3 –Assessing MAR risk of death for 
a gene therapy:  

How much of a risk of death will adults with Duchenne and 
caregivers be willing to accept for the story we gave about 

the benefits and limitations of gene therapy? 



Aim 3: How much of a risk of death will adults with 
Duchenne and Duchenne parents accept?

• We used a method called the threshold technique to measure how much risk of 
death participants would accept.

• We asked about for risk of death at these stages:

– Now (the present time)
– Last year of walking well
– Last year able to bring arms to mouth
– In the newborn period (only parents were asked about this timepoint)

Set up of experiment: The next slides will take you through how participants were led into the 
threshold questions



Threshold technique set up

During the first task, we ask you to think about a large group of people with Duchenne. 

Large groups can be difficult to imagine. To help imagine this, here is a picture of 2000 people.



Threshold technique set up
Imagine that your child’s doctor offers your child gene therapy for Duchenne. 
The doctor shows you these two graphs. 

They show the average benefit experienced by 2,000 people who used gene therapy. 

The solid lines show how using gene therapy has helped their muscle strength and heart function compared to people 
who don’t use gene therapy. The doctor cannot tell you how long the benefit will last. But it should last for 10 years. 



On the next screen we show you risk numbers. These are not real risks for gene therapy as we know them 
today, but it is important to know what they would mean to you. 

Keep in mind gene therapy’s expected benefits to muscle strength and heart function. Please think carefully about 
the benefits compared to the risks. 

We will ask your opinion about choosing gene therapy:

● now
● as a newborn (if you had known your child had Duchenne)
● in your last year of walking well without help and without frequent falls, and 

● in your last year of being about to lift your arms to your mouth without help. 

For these tasks, assume that this is an approved therapy.

Threshold technique set up



Example Task

Your doctor tells you about the risk of gene therapy. 1 out of 2,000 people with 
Duchenne will die from using gene therapy. The person will die within a week after 
using it. The other 1,999 people will not die from gene therapy.

Would you choose gene therapy? (parent version)

I would choose therapy 
for my child now

I would choose /have chosen 
gene therapy for my child when 
he was a newborn

I would choose /have 
chosen gene therapy for 
my child in last year of 
walking well

I would choose /have chosen 
gene therapy for my child in 
last year he could lift arms 
to mouth



Aim 3: How much of a risk of death will participants accept?
(How the threshold works…)

How the threshold works: Each survey participants is asked if they would choose gene therapy at the different stages starting 
with the scenario that 1 in 2000 will die. If they choose “No” to any of the stages, they are asked if they would accept a lower risk. 
If they choose ”No” again we determine they are not willing to accept that risk at that stage. If they choose ”Yes” we calculate their 
MAR to be less than 1/2000. They move to the next higher risk threshold if they choose “Yes” for any of the stages.  



8%

25%

20%10%

17%

20%

Less Risk 
Tolerant

More Risk 
Tolerant

12%

22%

23%
3%

17%

23%

Would not accept Risk

MAR of less than 1/2000

MAR of ≥ 1/2000 but < 10/2000

MAR ≥ 10/2000 but < 20/2000

MAR ≥ 20/2000 but < 200/2000

Would accept risk ≥ 200/2000

Mean MAR of death
Parents= 3.5% (70/2000)

Maximum acceptable risk for death –
Current progression (Now)

Mean MAR  of death
Adults= 3.9% (78/2000)

N=278 N=35

Aim 3 – Results for “Now” 

Caregivers Patients 



5%
14%

24%

12%

20%

25%

Caregivers

11%

20%

23%9%

11%

26%

Patients

Mean MAR of death
Parents= 4.5% (90/2000)

Maximum acceptable risk for death –
Last year walking well 

Mean MAR of death
Adults= 4.0% (80/2000)

N=278 N=35

Aim 3 – Results for “last year walking well” 

More Risk 
Tolerant

Would not accept Risk

MAR of less than 1/2000

MAR of ≥ 1/2000 but < 10/2000

MAR ≥ 10/2000 but < 20/2000

MAR ≥ 20/2000 but < 200/2000

Would accept risk ≥ 200/2000

Less Risk 
Tolerant
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13%

17%

11%
19%

36%
Caregivers

6%
11%

23%

12%
14%

34%

Patients

Mean MAR of death
Parents = 6.4% (128/2000)

Maximum acceptable risk for death –
Last year able to bring arms/hands to mouth

Mean MAR  of death
Adults = 5.7% (114/2000)

N=278 N=35

Aim 3 – Results for “arms to mouth”

More Risk 
Tolerant

Would not accept risk

MAR of less than 1/2000

MAR of ≥ 1/2000 but < 10/2000

MAR ≥ 10/2000 but < 20/2000

MAR ≥ 20/2000 but < 200/2000

Would accept risk ≥ 200/2000

Less Risk 
Tolerant



33%

27%

13%

3%

11%

13%

Caregivers

Mean MAR of death
Parents= 2.1% (42/2000)

Maximum acceptable risk for death –
Newborn Period 

N=278

Aim 3 – Results for “newborn period”

More Risk 
Tolerant

Would not accept risk

MAR of less than 1/2000

MAR of ≥ 1/2000 but < 10/2000

MAR ≥ 10/2000 but < 20/2000

MAR ≥ 20/2000 but < 200/2000

Would accept risk ≥ 200/2000

Less Risk 
Tolerant



Results: 
We then looked at the factors (on the left) to see if any of 
those factors related to the person taking the survey 
could predict lower or higher risk thresholds. 

Wheelchair use/ambulation was the only factor that 
could predict accepting more risk for gene therapy use 
and was seen in the NOW timepoint.

– Willing to accept 1.8 additional percentage 
points of risk compared to ambulatory patients

Nothing that we tested helped us predict risk threshold in 
the other stages. 

Looking at the 
following variables:

• Parent vs adult
• Wheelchair use 
• Trial Experience/none
• Confidence in numeracy
• 4 year degree/none
• Looking back vs forward

Aim 3: Can we predict lower or higher risk thresholds?



• Parents and adults with Duchenne have similar tolerance for risk in this 
experiment.

• Risk tolerance was highest in the last year of being able to bring arms to 
mouth 

• followed by last year of walking well
• followed by present time
• followed by newborn period (least risk tolerant)

• Timing is important
• Non-ambulatory people/parents accept more risk for therapy started “now”.

• Having been in a clinical trial did not predict more risk tolerance.

• Must keep in mind the ‘story’ that we gave participants about the benefits 
and limitations of gene therapy.

Aim 3 - Summary



Discussion


